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Dear Parent / Carer
Mrs Lewis - Year 3 / Year 4 - week commencing 25th January 2021
Thank you for all the wonderful work being shared it is lovely to see that your children are enjoying the
activities set. Please continue this hard work I look forward to receiving it.
Maths:
Tables x2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7’s (choose the tables that your child is currently learning)
Please can pupils also practise their tables using TTRockstars. Login details are in their KIT books.
Counting in 10s, 50s and 100s
Can you complete the work attached counting in 10s, 50s and 100s?
Problem Solving
Last week you focused on doubling and halving. Can you use this knowledge to solve the word problems
attached?
The steps below will help:
1. Read the question carefully.
2. Underline the key words that help you solve the problem e.g., numbers and words that tell you
what operations (-, ÷, ×, +) to use.
3. Decide how you will work out your calculation.
4. Show your workings out.
5. Check your answer carefully does it make sense?
English:
Please listen to the story of the Welsh flag shared in this link
https://photos.app.goo.gl/6TRQxNzHvzfx7u2q7

Comprehension- To read the attached Story of the Welsh Flag and answer the questions below
fully:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

What type of temper did the White Dragon have?
How many years is in a century?
What type of dragon was the Red Dragon?
What does Hibernating mean?
How long did the Red Dragon sleep for? Can you double and halve this number?
What was wrong with the Red Dragons people?
What does the word climate mean?
What was the climate like before the White Dragon had wrapped himself around the village?
What did the Red Dragon challenge the White Dragon to?
Where did the Red Dragon hit the Ice Dragon?
What colour in Welsh was the colour that poured from the Ice Dragons chest?
What did the Red Dragon look like in the sky?
What does the green on the Welsh flag represent?
What does the white on the Welsh flag represent?
What happened to the Red Dragon after the battle?
Why does it rain in Wales?

Writing - Improving sentences
Can you complete the work attached on nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs.
Using this knowledge can you complete the work attached on the ski-slope approach. The ski-slope
approach is attached with a step-by-step example of how to improve a sentence. This work will help you
improve your sentence writing and make your sentences more interesting. I look forward to reading all
your super sentences!
Weekly Spellings and spelling exercise
Please practise spelling your words attached and include them in an interesting sentence. Remember to
include FANBOYS.
For
And
Nor
But
Or
Yet
So
Can you also complete the spelling exercise attached?
Topic
Please read the information attached on Sikhism: The 5Ks and complete the questions below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why are the 5Ks called the 5Ks?
What must all men and women do to show that they are Sikh?
List the 5Ks and why they are symbolic.
Can you draw the 5ks?

Science
Energy Source is a source from which energy can be taken e.g., solar, wind and wave
Can you complete the work attached and sort the energy sources correctly?
Now can you find some of these sources around your home?
Art
Can you create an illustration that will help tell the story of the Welsh flag?
Things to think about:
1. The colour of both dragons.
2. The background colours, setting, what the characters are doing.
What part of the story you are trying to illustrate?
Eco
This week's eco focus is litter. Can you write a message that will encourage people to stop littering and
help the environment?
You can share this with me but also on twitter ≠EcoschoolsatHome.

Other useful links to support learning:
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/adnoddau-cymraeg-welsh-resources/parents-rhieni-walescymru/english-medium-parents-rhieni-wales-cymru (you can create a FREE account)
BBC Bitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/primary

Primary Resources:
http://www.primaryresources.co.uk/

Woodlands Primary School:
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/

Hwb:
https://hwb.gov.wales/

TT Rockstars (times tables practice)
https://ttrockstars.com/home
Jolly Phonics:
https://www.jollylearning.co.uk/school-closure-support-for-parents/

Counting in 10s
Write the next three numbers.
1. 40, 50, 60,
2. 10, 20, 30,
3. 80, 90,
4. 40, 50, 60, 70,
5. 120, 130, 140,
6. 150, 160, 170,
7. 330, 340, 350,
8. 560, 570, 580,
9. 890, 900, 910,

Counting in 100s and 50s
The bank puts pennies in bags of £1. How many bags? Write the
amounts.
1. 867 pence
2. 342 pence
3. 650 pence
4. 900 pence
5. 1341 pence
6. 1750 pence
7. 1840 pence
8. 2673 pence
9. 1437 pence
10.956 pence

8 bags 67p £8.67

Counting in 100s
Each bag holds 100 tacks
1. 3 bags = 300 tacks
2. 6 bags =
3. 8 bags =
4. 9 bags =
5. 4 bags =
6. 2 bags =
7. 1 bag =
8. 5 bags =
9. 7 bags =
10. 10 bags =
Counting in 50’s
Each bag holds 50 tacks. How many tacks?
1. 3 bags = 150 tacks
2. 6 bags =
3. 8 bags =
4. 5 bags =
5. 7 bags =
6. 4 bags =
7. 9 bags =
8. 13 bags =
Complete the sequence writing in the next 3 numbers
20, 120, 220,
50, 150, 200,
60, 160, 220,
30, 130, 160,
40, 140, 180,
70, 170, 240,
100, 150, 200

Number problems Year 3
Doubles and halves

1. In a bag there are 12 oranges. A box of oranges has double
that number. How many oranges are in a box?
2. There are 18 girls in a class. There are half as many boys as
girls in the class. How many boys are in the class?
3. There are twice as many people on the upper deck of a bus as
on the lower deck. On the lower deck there are 19 people. How
many people are on the upper deck?
4. A gardener plants trees at a school. She plants 18 trees at the
front and 17 at the back of the school. How many trees does
she plant altogether?
5. A squirrel has 34 nuts. He eats half of them. How many nuts
does he have left?
6. When playing a game of darts Ewan scores 13, 18 and 4. What
is his total score?
7. If you double me and then halve the answer you get is 28.
What am I?

Number problems
Doubles and halves

1. After 5 games Gary has scored 9 points. In the next 5 games
he doubles his number of points and then doubles that in the
next 2 games. What is Gary’s total after 12 games?

2. Mae shares 39 strawberries equally into 3 bowls. How many
strawberries are in each bowl?
3. A block of flats has 6 floors. The builders put the same
number of windows in each floor? Altogether they put in 72
windows. How many windows are in each floor?
4. At a concert there are 200 people. Half of them are children.
Half of the children are boys. How many boys are at the
concert?
5. Between them, 5 children sell 125 tickets for the Autumn Fair.
Each child sells the same number of tickets. How many tickets
does each child sell?
6. There are 6 classes in a school. Each class has 28 children. How
many children are there in the school?
7. I am a multiple of 5, but not a multiple of 10. My units and
hundreds digits are the same. The sum of my three digits is 11?

Know your nouns

A noun is a person, place or thing.

The sentences below don’t make sense because the nouns are
incorrect. Cross out the noun (underlined) and replace it with a
noun from the table.

walk

exhibits

paint

colour

biscuit

knee

1. I hurt my hair.
2. The river is still wet.
3. Don’t touch the clouds!
4. Red is my favourite dish.
5. Can I have a lion?
6. Let’s go for a sky.

Adding adjectives
An adjective is a describing word that tells you more about a noun
(person, place or thing).
For example, a building..... a new building....a wonderful, new building.
Underline the adjectives in the sentence below.
1. The clever detective caught the notorious thief.
2. Spectacular fireworks lit up the night sky.
3. A gigantic, hairy spider sat beside the nervous boy.

Select the most appropriate adjective from the table to describe
each noun in these sentences. Then write new sentences.
comfortable

excitable

terrified

flowing

delicious

Japanese

1. The dog chased the cat.

2. We had a meal in a restaurant.

3. She wore a dress and shoes.

Verbs and adverbs
A verb is a doing word. It tells us about the action taking place.
Which of these sentences sounds the most interesting?
1. The boy went across the field. WEAK VERB
2. The boy ran across the field. BETTER VERB
3. The boy ran quickly across the field*. VERB+ADVERB
4. The boy sprinted across the field. STRONG VERB
*If the verb is not very strong, then an adverb is needed, e.g., ran
quickly. You wouldn’t need to add quickly after sprinted because
sprinted is strong enough to convey the action.
Choose the most appropriate strong verbs to complete the
sentences below.
1. The racecar dawdled/trundled/screeched around the track.
2. The mouse strolled/scampered/walked under the sofa.
3. The waves crashed/trickled/dribbled onto the rocks.
4. The girl screamed/whispered/shouted.
5. The boy stomped/clattered/crept through the spooky house.
An adverb tells us more about a verb. It tells us how, when or where
the action of the verb takes place, e.g. the boy ran quickly.
Write an adverb after these verbs. Choose from the table or use
your own.
fiercely

angrily

outside

kindly

suddenly

quietly

jokingly

still

loudly

gently

1. He looked...................................at his opponent.
2. They spoke...........................on the phone.
3. She sang..............................into the microphone.
4. The wind blew.................... .
5. The volcano erupted................................... .

Improving a simple sentence...The ski slope approach
The man got out of the car
Specify a noun

Jac got out of the car.

NAME it!
Use a more powerful

Jac jumped out of the car.

verb...
POWER UP THE VERB
Add an adverb

Jac jumped happily out of the car.

HOW?
Add a significant

Jac jumped happily out of the rusty car.

adjective...
WHAT KIND?
Add a time phrase...

rusty car.

WHEN?
Try a new starting point...
FLIP IT!

Thursday morning Jac jumped happily out of the

Jac jumped happily out of the rusty car Thursday
morning.

Improving sentences using the ski-slope approach
Can you use the ski-slope approach to improve the sentences below?
1. The woman sat on the chair.
2. The boy went to the park.
3. The cat sat on the wall.
4. The man got out of the bus.
5. The girl went to the swimming pool.
6. The dog went for a walk.
7. The lady got out of the train.
8. The man got on the bike.
9. The boy went to the circus.
10.The woman went to the hospital.

Improving a simple sentence …......The ski-slope approach

Complete the table below
The girl went to the shop.
Specify a noun....
NAME IT!
Use a more powerful verb...
POWER UP THE VERB
Add an adverb...
HOW?
Add a significant adjective...
WHAT KIND?
Add a time phrase
WHEN?
Try a new starting point...
FLIP IT!

Adding y to words which end in e.
Year 3
Term 2
Set 19

Laze
Ease
Smoke
Shine
Rose
Stone
Breeze
Bone
Lazy
Easy
Smoky
Shiny
Rosy
Stony
Breezy
Bony

Adding y to words which end in e.
Year 3
Term 2
Set 19

When words end in e...........we take off the e to add y.

Look:
Smoke

Smoky

Follow the rule to fill in the table.
smoke

smoky

rose

laze

stone

ease

breeze

shine

bone

Find the correct words to fill these gaps.
We were coughing because the fire was........................
Sometimes I just …................................about doing nothing.
This work is …............... .
My new pound coin is very …................ .

Choose four words from this page. Write a sentence for each one.

Using the prefix a
Year 4
Term 2
Set 18

Way
Ground
Sleep
Wake
Glow
Live
Long
Woke
Away
Aground
Asleep
Awake
Aglow
Alive
Along
Awoke

Using the prefix a
Year 4
Term 2
Set 18

Using a as a prefix can slightly alter the meaning of a word.
For example, board can become aboard sleep can become asleep.

Follow the clues to solve the puzzle. Use the words in the box to
help you.
1. Ship a.......................... the sailor shouted.
2. High up.........................
3. Getting on a ship or train is going a....................
4. One more = a...........................
5. She was a......................... with jewels.
6. The ship ran a..................................
7. Not awake, a...................................
8. Not sleeping, a..................................
9. Go a................................

awake

aground

another

aboard

asleep

ahoy

away

aloft

aglitter

The Five Ks
All men and women who belong to the Khalsa must wear five symbols
which shows they are sikh.
They are called the five Ks because in Punjabi their names all begin with
the letter ‘K’.

Kesh
Kesh means hair.
Sikhs make a promise to not cut their
hair but let it grow as a symbol of their
faith.
Sikhs hair gets very long during their life
so they wear a turban to keep it tidy.
They believe this demonstrates their
obedience to God.

Kangha

The Kangha is a small wooden comb.
Sikhs use this to keep their hair in place and it is a symbol of cleanliness.
Combing their hair reminds Sikhs that their lives should be tidy and organised.

The Kara

The Kara is a steel bangle worn on the arm of Sikhs.
It is a continuous circle with no beginning and no end.
It reminds Sikhs to behave well, follow their faith and
restrain from doing wrong.

The Kachera
The Kachera are short trousers worn as
underwear. These are more practical than
long loose clothes most people in India
wore at the time of Guru Gobind Singh.
They are a symbol of leaving old ideas
behind and following new better ones.

The Kirpan

The Kirpan is a warrior's sword. These days a very tiny one is worn as a
symbol of dignity and self respect.
It reminds Sikhs that they must fight a spiritual battle, defending what is
right and upholding the truth.
The last two are a reminder that Sikhs are warriors and should always
fight for what is right.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

The story of the Welsh Flag
Many centuries ago when dragons roamed the land, a white dragon
descended upon a small village and decided to live there. The white
dragon had an icy cold temper and would freeze everything in his
path. But what the ice dragon did not know was that there was a
dragon already living in the area. A red fire dragon that lived close to
the village and was hibernating in a cave by the cliff.
Six months later the red dragon awoke to find a huge white dragon
wrapped around his village that he cared for. He could tell that his
people were ill from the cold. The red dragon felt a chill of sorrow in
the icy air. The land was bare; nothing was able to grow not even the
pesky dandelions. The people were starving, the people longed for
the red dragon to free them from their icy misery so that their life
and land could return to the sunny and warm climate that it was
once before.
The next day the red fire dragon challenged the icy white dragon to a
single combat fight at the top of the cliff. The following morning the
red dragon flew up to the top of the cliff where the icy dragon
waited. The people of the village watched in terror awaiting their
fate. The red dragon lunged forward and hit the ice dragon’s chest
with his horn.

The ice dragon howled with rage as the blue blood poured from his
chest, the ice dragon slashed back using his tail and hit the red
dragons head. The battle fell silent as the red dragon rocketed high
up into the clouds. The people looked up to see the red dragon soar
down like an arrow. In seconds he sliced the others head off using
the point of his tail the ice dragon fell dead to the ground.
The crowd cheered with joy as the red dragon roared with triumph.
The mayor of the village declared that the land should always fly a
flag with the symbol of a red dragon on it. The flags background
should be half green and white. The green, to represent the lush
green grass of the land and the white to represent the ice. This way
no one would ever forget what happened.
After the battle the red dragon went back to his cave and fell into a
deep sleep and never woke up. From then on it rains in the green
land of wales in sorrow for the red dragon’s death.

